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Senate Discusses Computing Director, Handicapped, Common
8yLYNN TRAVERS
Discussion of the new College
sidon of Director of Academic
~mputing. a report from I.he
subcommitle~ on Equal Opportunity
for the HandIcapped, and the formal
proposal of a College Common Hour
highlighted the most recent Senate
eeuns. held on February 25.
m President Philip Jordan told the
Senate that at '.he meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Baaed of
Trustees, action was taken to in-
stitute a Director of Academic
Computing. This person would be
responsible for coordination of the
curriculum in so that as many
swdents and faculty members as
The
possible can become familiar with
working with computers. When
asked if this new program will result
in any new expenditures for
equipment, the President stated that
there are "only tentative com-
mitments until a person is hired (for
this position)."
Brent Clark presented the sub-
committee report on handicapped
accessibility. This report outlines
steps that various administrative
offices and campus organizations
could and should take to promote
handicap awareness and program
accessibility for those who are
handicapped. Media organizations,
including the Collegian were among
the groups to which recom-
mendations were made by the report.
While discussing the issue of the
handicapped at Kenyon, the idea of
incremental accessibility (making the
campus accessible to the disabled in
steps, rather than all at once) was
introduced. The advantage of this
more gradual approach is to lessen
immediate financial strain on the
College.
Senate unanimously voted to
present their proposal for the
Common Hour, an hour with no
classes scheduled, 10 both the
Student Affairs Committee for
discussion and endorsement. The
objective of the Common Hour, as
Kenyon
outlined in the proposal, is to further
the sense of community at the
College by providing a time for all
members of the College to gather.
Five possible uses of the hour were
outlined in the proposal completed
by a Senate subcommittee: formal
College occasions, College con-
vocations, campus assemblies,
student-faculty conferences, and
informal activities. The hour would
be from 11:10 to 12:10 on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, part of the time
currently taken up by period C.
However, Dean for Academic
Advising Margaret Townsend
conducted her own study on just how
extensively this period is used by
ColI
most departments, and fo
only three had a great deal 0
scheduled at this time.
Student Council's plan to change
election procedures so that executive
committee members are elected in the
spring and representatives are elected
earlier in the fall was another topic of
Senate discussion (see related story
below). A problem which was found
concerned the duties of the
Treasurer; since that office could be
held by a senior under the new plan,
the difficulty of asking a graduate to
return to the College in the summer
to finish up the business of that
office may arise. The possibility of
requiring this office to be filled by a
junior was presented as a solution.
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Also Examines Food Service, Drug Use
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022
Council Approves Motion to Change Elections to Spring,
By STEVEN ROSENBUSH
This week Council approved a
motion to change elections from early
fall to late spring. This move, which
will affect representation in several
ways, is primarily intended to
facilitate the transition of ad-
ministrations. The change, which
must be approved by Senate, would
affect three groups. Council officers
and representatives would be elected
the Wednesday and Thursday before
the third Sunday of April, instead of
early in the fall. Also, the Chair and
three members of the All Campus
Events and Student Activities
Committees would be elected on the
fourth Sunday and the first Monday
in May.
If approved, this legislation would
allow seniors to hold executive of-
fices. This is currently impossible,
since terms run from October to
October, extending beyond
graduation. Most importantly,
officers and Committee members
elected in the spring would be able to
begin their work over the summer.
Council also examined means of
passing pertinent information on to
future administrations. It was
suggested that a committee be
formed to compile the results of
Council's work in folders to give to
the members of the next Council.
Other ideas included leaving in-
formation in the Course Reserve
Room and including the information
in the Handbook.
At last Sunday'S meeting, Council
also continued discussion of the
Food Service and addressed the issue
of drugs at Kenyon. Council received
a letter from the Deans of the College
stating that the administration
recognized the existence of drug use
at Kenyon and that it is not in-
different to the situation. The letter
was not intended as a crackdown but
as a "forth-right interpretation of
Disagreements Between Union and
Mana ement Hinder Food Service
~••
some union workers at Peirce hal'f! complained that they are being norassedbymanagement.
Squabbles between Custom (NLRB). think it's a mess."
management and the workers' union The union has also informed the Burson believes that many of the
are causing serious efficiency NLRB that Custom is not assigning problems stem from Custom's
Pfoblems,partkularlyinPeirceHall. one person to each lead position (a naivete about Kenyon. "They
The main differences lie in the area lead person is responsible for seeing seemed to walk into this blindly; they
vtcontrectuat obligations which the that all workers do their jobs). figured that 6OlIJ,of the student body
union feels Custom has not fulfilled. Management has been assigning one would show up for meals, and ac-
During a meeting on October 8, person to several lead positions tually it's closer to 9OOf~.They were
1980, the day Custom workers (Burson covers the line, beverage totally amazed at how different
struck, union members voted that if line, dining room, bread, and has studems are at Kenyon compared to
C~tbacks were necessary, employees some duties in the kitchen), which other colleges they're involved
WIth seniority should retain their damages the efficiency at each with." She also feels that Porter has
fi\l~-day, 4O-hour work weeks, while station. tried hard to resolve the problems,
JU~lOremployees would be laid off. Additionally, according to Burson, "but they give him no authority to do
thiS agreement was signed by former there is a great deal of worker anything."
DlSlnct Manager Ken Wilmont, but dissatisfaction. This problem is
CUstom has not observed that especially prevalent in Peirce, where
obligation; il has been Culling the "some people feel they're being
hours of senior workers. harassed by management.
Alice Burson, Union Steward at
GUild, noted that Custom
management will allot 4(l hours only
~o employees willing to work six
an. The original agreement was for
five days, and the union has filed a
cOlTllllaim regarding this issue with
the National Labor Relations Board
"Because they keep changing
schedules and rearranging hours,
workers aren't able to get everything
done," asserted Burson. "They are
not allocating enough time to do
sanitation. I've worked in the O~d
dining room for three years and 1
To help clear up the situation, Dale
Shorter, the area union represen-
tative, is coming from Toledo on
March 3 to meet with Don Wheeling
(Wilmont's predecessor) and Porter.
He hopes to improveoommunication
between management and the union.
As Burson put it, "We want the
company to be fair with us, to be
honest with us, and to stop con.
stantly changing the schedules."
"Acts of Creation"
Celebrates Creativity
existing College policy and concern."
The letter stated that, "students
should be aware that the College will
continue to cooperate with legal
aurhortties in appropriate cases,
especially in cases of dealing in illegal
substances ... " It concluded
that, "In light of the above, students
are advised to reconsider any in-
tention of returning to campus with
supplies of drugs following
vacation."
Council responded to the letter by
discussing how pervasive the issue
might be, whether or not the letter
was an unwarranted threat, and what
action Council might take. It was
suggested that the scope of the
Alcohol Task Force might be
broadened to include examination of
the issue. It was also noted that
reported drug use and damage
reports are highest among the fresh-
man class. Additionally, the Alcohol
Task Force will be studying response
to the questionnaire that was cir-
culated 10 all students concerning the
use of alcohol at Kenyon. Council
urges that all students return the
questionnaire by today.
The "Acts 01 Creation," a three-
day college convocation celebrating
the creative process, provided the
community with an opportunity to
mutually explore how "creativity"
affects liberal arts disciplines.
After the opening of the student-
faculty prints exhibition in lower
Bexley, at 8 p.m., Thursday,
February 19, the first of three
panel discussions was held. The topic
examined was "Myths and Modelsof
Creativity: An Over-view," History
professor Clark Dougan, PSychology
professor Linda Smolak, and Aft
History professor Dana Goodgal
.... 0.:1\,: the speakers. Religion professor
Royal W. Rhodes was the
moderator.
Professor Dougan discussed the
myth of the role of the artist as an
outsider of his society. He traced
this though back to Romanticism,
when artists were fighting agalllllt a
changing society. With the decline of
the patronage system. the artists
became alienated from the values
of his society - the artist no longer
had a useful role in society outside of
illustrating the rational throughts tfial
governed society.
Also, the artist and his society
seemed mutually to agree on distance
berween one another - an artificial
Council also attempted to decide
whether or not its investigation and
criticism of the Food Service should
be carried out through channels other
than the Food Service Committee.
Although much time was spent
discussing the Food Service, the issue
of whether nr not to WOl k within the
system was not brought nearer to
resolution.
The discussion focused on Union
problems. The College and Custom
are not able to discharge un-
satisfactory workers without two
warnings (each consisting of five days
without pay). It was suggested several
times that Council might be able to
help in solvingthe problem.
During the committee reports, it
was noted that the Phon-A-Thon
which Council volunteered to help
conduct reached its goal of $100,000.
It was also reported tt.at the Unequal
Housing Questionnaire would be
ready this week.
The next meeting will be held at the
usual time and place - Sunday, 6: 30
p.m. in the Biology Seminar Room.
AU Council meetings are open to
guests. Please attend.
,
distance, according to Dougan. He
claimed that the "eccentric" anist
was a myth; that artists came from
the same bourgeois class that they
antagonized. Therefore, lWO classes
were not arguing against one
another; instead, only one class was
having some in- fighting.
Professor Smolak concerned
herself with the correlation of the
brain to creativity. Creativity does
not depend on intelligence, but is
largely a response to environment
and personality (as dictated by
language.) The popular conception
that the right side of the brain is more
sensitive to the creative impulse of
the individual and the left side
comprehends the logical faculties in
man is an inadequate way VI u.. -
derstanding how the human mind
works. She cited an example of how
language development effects the
personality of an individual. The
structure of language differs between
nations, which results in the in-
formation received not always being
processed in the same side of the
brain by people of di Herem
nationalities.
She also said that the brain was not
tue sole factor in creativity.
Socialization also affected the
creanvity of individuals. According
conrinued on page five
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Housing System Unfair
The issue of housing is always a volatile one here at Kenyon. Of late,
with the circulation of the housing questionnaires, this concern has been
in the limelight.
We feel that the housing situation at Kenyon is discriminatory.
Newly-elected IFC President Mason Toman told the Collegian last
week that "living in Bushnell isn't the best housing, but fraternity
members do pay a lot of money and provide social functions that might
deserve better housing" We do not consider these to be valid
justi fications for the current housing system
It is true that fraternity members do payout substantial sums of
money in dues. However, this payment should not entitle them to
guaranteed housing. This money goes directly to the individual
fraternity, not the school. Without involving ourselves in the issue 01"
whether or not fraternities' functions justify their existence - for
obviously the pros and cons of such an argument could fill this entire
column - we would like to point out that this is blatant discrimination.
It means that there are two prerequisites an individual must meet to be
almost certain of getting a room on the south end: the individual must
be a male, and must be able to afford fraternity fees.
Of course, there are some fraternities which currently include women
among their ranks; and, not all frat members arc able to reside in the
same residence halls as their fraternity borthers because of space
shortages. However, on the whole, fraternity members are essentially
guaranteed rooms on the south end
The point remains, though, that women are not afforded cqual
opportunity for housing on the south end. The same is true for in-
dependent men and individuals who cannot afford fraternity fees.
We are not downgrading the quality of the rooms available to
women. Bushnell is not the best housing on campus, but neither is it the
worst. What we are saying is that we believe the open housing lottery is
the only fair way to allocate rooms, and that rooms should not be
guaranteed to someone because of his particular sex or monetary status.
A Continual Process
We want to congratulate the organizers and narticipants of the "Acts
uf Creation" fnr their efforts in raising prov ocativeissues. as well as for
allowing the audience and the speakers 10 explore the creative process
together. The dialogue stimulated during these meetings helped our
understanding of what creativity means to us, it opened our per-
spectivcs of how others perceive the process or creativity, and there
were numerous opportunities to articulate OUI own creative expression.
While the turnout for the program was relatively sparse, the small
number allowed for an unparalleled intimacy between all those in at-
tcncance. Most came to learn and explore, rather than teach or
proclaim. When one faculty panelist described the "struggling" hc felt
when composing a poem, sighs prevaded the audience. This sort of
commonality between all the convocation's participants facilitated an
inforrna I dialogue which enhanced the nature of t he event.
Traditionally, we have labeled the occupants of skylight studios,
basement practice rooms, and out-of-the-way French cafes as artists.
Occasionally, the anemic poet or struggling author has been
recognized as an "artist," but rarely has the term been applied to the
scientist Creation is not limited to specific fields of human endeavor; in
fact, the artist is anyone who cxcrcieses creativity ~ a capacity we all
enjoy. Creativity. in strictly evolutionary terms, is our ability to
respond to the stimuli in our environment. This understanding dispels
"the myth of creativity:" that the creative process is some sort of
metaphysically inspired drive. To be creative demands hard work,
dedication, and discipline.
For those who participated in Saturday afternoon's print-making
workshop, making the plate - the conceiving of the design, the etching
in the copper, the sticking of hands and plate into the acid bath, and the
myriad of tactical detail> involved in the print-making process - helped
capsuuzc some ot the major ideas of the convocation. The unveiling of
the print - which two hour-s previous had shape, but no body - helped
bring everything together. Its hirth stood as a testament to the beauty of
creation.
"Acts of Creation" started us on a search for a notion, an un-
definable something which enhances all life, and the pursuit 01' which
separates exciting and enriching education from routine learning about
someone else's creations. If any conclusion can be drawn from this
open-ended investigation, it is that creativity is a continual process
pertinent to every aspect of our lives, in which we all share a collective
and individual responsibilit y.
In our ed/fofll!' tass week tittcd" Council Poll Limited, " a phrase
appeared whIch If/correcrfy read " . I/!(my stl/denrs do not know and
we do nor care whal Council is doinR. ." The phrase shol/ld have
read. "many studellts do nor know and do not care what Council is
doing ... " The word" we" was erroneously added 10 Ihe sentence
The Coflef(ian apologizes for fhe error. .
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Slapdash Treatment
To the Editor:
David Gross is undoubtedly right
in his ass e sment of the relative
positions of Shimon Peres and
Menahem Begin in Israel. I share his
hopes for the future, though I
confess to being somewhat less
sanguine. The situation, both inside
and outside Israel, is much more
complex than he suggests, Peres has
excellent intentions, but whether
circumstances will permit him to
carry t hem out is q ui te another ma ttcr .
I find more disturbing Mr. Gross'
slapdash treatment of the world
outside Israel. What authority has he
for attributing Jordanian policy to
King Hussein's "essential cowar-
dice"? Even the king's worst enemies
have never accused him of that
weakness. The cause of peace in the
Middle East, which I have very much
at heart, is not furthered by such a
superficial approach,
Yours sincerely ,
Denis Baly
Dean Acted Correctly
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter because I
believe that the article in last week's
Collegian left serious doubts in the
minds of the community as to the
situation surrounding the dismissal
of Dr. Donald Posner. First I would
like to say that 1 stand by the
statemelllS I made that were quoted
in the story. I reiterate my feelings
that Dr. Posner was doing a good job
first semester and that he showed a
genuine concern for the health and
well-being of the students at Kenyon.
Howcver, this past performance does
not Justify the apparent lack of
responsibility that led to his
dismissal.
I do not for a minute begrudge a
man his right to be ill. I also believe
that Dr. Posner's health does not
impede his performance as a com-
petent physician when is is able to
practice. However, to be repeatedly
absent from work due to illness
without adequately informing the
school of the circumstances of this
illness and when he may return shows
a definite lack of responsibility that
should not be viewed lightly. The
only information the school had to
go on was provided by an
anonymous caller who stated only
that Dr. Posner was ill. A personal
two minute call to the Dean would
probably have secured the leave of
absence that would have allowed him
sufficient time to recover while giving
the school a chance to make tem-
porary health care arrangements. I
don't think a case of the flu, no
matter how serious, should be
considered an excuse for not making
such a call.
I would be more than happy to see
Dr. Posner return to Kenyon and
pursue his duties with the same vigor
he has shown in the past. However, I
cannot blame Dean Edwards and
other members of the administration
for being somewhat skeptical of this
man's commitment to the school. I
believe that if Dr. Posner sincerely
wishes to return, the administration
will be receptive to his explanation of
this unfortunate incident and give
him every consideration, He
deserves as much. However, I don't
believe that the students should
condemn the administration's ac-
tions in this matter. We should be
thankful that the Dean and his
associates act so quickly in these
important areas,
Sincerely,
RandyGorman '81
Student Health Service Comrn.
Article Not Worthy
To the Editor:
Frankly, I was shocked that the
piece which supposedly concerned
the Rev. Falwell was primed in the
Collegian (February 19), I think poor
judgment was shown in according it
article status, and dignifying it with a
byline; at most, it should have been
printed as a letter, though I question
even this. Besides the scant and
irrelevant reference to Falwell
himself, I perceived the "article" to
border on religious propaganda as
well as being an unsolicited account
of one individual's personal religious
views. This is always a touchy
subject, and I am not at all convinced
that the majority of the Kenyon
community is interested in
Ms. MacAyeals' personal beliefs.
Furthermore, I strongly rescnt the
self-righteous and thinly~veiled
insinuation that non-Christians, like
mysclf, are inferior to those who
hold beliefs like these. An article of
such questionable worth as this
should not even have been graced
with "filler" space, in my opinion.
Sincerely,
Christopher K. Ferrall
The Colfegian apologizes if we
have offended any readers by
publishing an artide wilh a clearly
religious viewpoint,
In point of fact, we always try to
give bolh sides of any issue, MS.
MacAyeal's article came as a response
to Mr. Monroe's article which cast
aspersions on Rev, Folwell's
religiosity, Ms. MacAyeal was at-
tempting to show tha! Falwell's
[und amemaiism perhaps may be
removed from tne more pure fun-
damental beliefs she holds. It is our
opinion that she was presenting a
counter-argument, not that she was
proselytizing.
P.M. Ed.
A Worthwhile Experience
To the Editor:
The "Acts of Creation"
colloquium held last weekend was
fantastic. Rather than providing
answers to the question of what it
means to be creative, the discussions
sparked new appreciation for this
special, yet undefinable quality. The
colloquium was an inspiration to
dare to be a creative participant,
rather than just a passive learner in
one's approach to every discipline
and every part of life, The people
involved in planning and speaking
for the colloquium are numerous. I
would like to thank them for
providing a thought-provoking,
enjoyable, totally worthwhile ex-
perience.
Sincerely,
Nancy Powers
Student Thoughtlessness
To the Editor:
Partly in response to Michael
Lindner's thoughful letter opposing
the construction of the proposed
nature trail at the south end of
campus, and partly because I admire
and esteem the beauty of the land-
scape herc at Kenyon, I believe I may
correctly state some unpleasant news
concerning the students' treatment of
this valuable resource. While it is
certain that many students love and
respect nature, it seems that all tno
many others treat it with con-
siderable thoughtlessness.
During this part of the year,
especially, one notices the damage
eager feet render the lawns and
greenswards. It is ridiculous that
SlUdents shoud ruin the lawns and
create havoc with mud when there isan
abundance of clearly marked paths.
Lunchtime scenes near Ascension and
Samuel Mather bear wilness to a
completely careless attitude con-
cerning last year's hard work and
expense by the Maintenance
Dcpartment on the lawns, where one
sees a veritable army of students
merrily trampling the grass to get to
lunch 5 seconds faster. etc. I admil th~r
continued on pUf,e eight
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Zimmer Nuclear
By BRYAN SNYDER
The Reagan Administration has
often insisted on getting government
off the backs of the people, and
having citizens regain their self-
reliance by not relying on govern-
ment hand-outs and welfare. There
is however, one notable exception to
this policy of austerity: the nuclear
power industry. This industry has,
since 1950, received over $40 billion
in corporate welfare, and some
predict it will be bailed out of its
current predicament with all due
speedby Reagan.
There are many areas in which
Reaganwill have a dramatic effect on
the industry. Particularly, expect to
see: current Department of Energy
shifts from solar to more nuclear
power; a go-ahead with breeder
reactors and pollution and
proliferation; a bailing out of the
General Public Utitities, with the
taxpayer paying the tab for the
utilities' incompetence; states to be
forced to allow the open transport
of nuclear materials through their
communities on the nation's high-
ways; maintenance of the
price/ Anderson limits on the liability
of a utility (in case of an accident,
this would in effect pay three cents
on the dollar of actual property value
lost in many areas); and a further
weakening of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to accomodate industry.
The latter will be the focus of this
column.
President Reagan will be ap-
pointing two new members to the
N.R.C., including the group's
chairman. Speculation is that the new
secretary of Energy will be a pro-
nuke dentist who helped turn South
Carolina into the nuclear dumping
ground of the nation.
This will dramatically affect the
N.R.C.; since T.M.1. (Three Mile
Island), it has been trying to gain
some credibility as an autonomous
regulatory agency, instead of a
clumsy apologist for a dangerous
industry. Since T.M.I., the agency
has stiffened its safety regulations'
and inspection of plants, has handed
downsome hefty fines and penalities,
and has more closely scrutinized
licensingof new plants. All this safety
concern has cost the industry money
andbad publicity, yet with the two new
Reagan appointees, the Commission
should be tipped three-to-two in favor
Station Threatens to Set Ohio Aglow
•
.. 1I'L
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of a policy of renewed benign neglect
of the industry.
This has great significance for
people residing in southern Ohio,
especially in Dayton, Cincinnati,
Columbus, and Yellow Springs. In
April, the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station in Moscow, Ohio will ask the
N.R.C. for permission to start
operating. The Zimmer plant may
very well be the most poorly con-
structed plant in the short history of
nuclear technology, and the cover-up
of safety laws by the industry and the
N.R.C. is not only dangerous, but
criminal.
In December, 1979, Cincinnati Gas
and Electric (the owner of Zimmer)
hired private investigator Tom
Applegate as an undercover agent.
His assignment was to investigate any
possibility of misconduct on the part
of anyone involved in theconstruction
of the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station.
In four weeks, Applegate
documented a scheme of labor-
management collusion to permit and
cover up illegal, dangerously
negligent behavior among plant
personnel. He also discovered faulty
welds in key piping, indicative of a
breakdown in quality assurance
practices.
Applegate cited 23 allegations of
misconduct by plant employees. All
of them are important, but these are
the most dangerous ones:
\. 2000-pound fittings were
installed in 1979 on residue head
valves, although 500Q.-pound fittings
are required;
2. a radioactive waste drain is
clogged with concrete which was
carelessly poured in the drain;
3. a residue heat -valve bra k e
when a pipe fitter bumped into it,
raising new questions about the
quality of the metal used for the
valves;
4. prefabricated piping received in
1977 has defective welds, but the
construction supervisors told crews
not to repair them because the welds
were made off-site;
5. at least three sources contacted
A Handgun Law Would Save Lives
By ANDY SIMMONS
The handgun - its sole purpose is
to viciously expedite the death of a
human being. An elephant gun will
stop the elephant; a .22 rifle will do
nicely the ciruclar target made of
cardboard; the handgun will serve its
purpose courageously on the human.
And no one will care what has
happened except the tens or hundreds
or thousands or millions of humans
that one life meant anything to. I
think not of John Lennon or Martin
LUther King or the Kennedys. The
grief their deaths have caused IS
evident and now to the point sur-
passing personal trauma. But, 1think
of the 11,000 Americans murdered
annualy with handguns and the
thousands killed accidently through
the same means; the 125,000
Americans wounded or permanently
maimed each year and the 125,000
additional Americans raped or
robbed at the point of a gun. It is
thesepeople and the millions affected
peripherally who deserve my sorrow
and for whom I bleed.
For, when a Lennon or a Kennedy
1$ murdered, it is a national and
Int.ernational tragedy. But when a
MIchael Robinson of Columbus is
[0 d h -un. s or in the back, or a Deputy
SherIff Ray Clark of Washington
COUnty,Ohio is shot doing his duty,
~e bestow upon the news a passing
SIghand a regret and then allow their
~~ce productive lives to slip _ii!to_
guredom _ for they have just
become two of the Americans who
will be murdered by handguns this
year. Every fifty minutes another will
join their ranks.
And yet the dead, the assaulted
and the mourners are not the only
victims to be counted. To be included
in this grief-clad club is America and
its people: men, women and children;
rich and poor; black and white and
yellow and brown. All of us must
succumb to the fear and oppression
spawned by the handgun and take
heed the trembling bodies to be own
own and the cause of our temble to
be real. Fear has driven Americans to
handguns, approximately 55 million
of us. But when the veil of fear is
drawn, and we look at American life,
we ashamedly must recognize that we
have the highest rate of handgun
crime and violence in the world. This
fact is perpetuated by the United
States having the weakest national
handgun control law in the world. A
look at other nations proves that a
comprehensive national handgun
control law is effective. In 1974,
Tokyo (Japan has a very strong
handgun control law) had one
firearm killing the whole year.
Correspondingly, New York City,
proportionately a safer city than
many other American cities, had
1,000 firearm-related murders.
As fear drove us to the handgun,
sustained fear enlightened by caution
and responsibility must lead us away.
The V'nited States must nave a
comprehensive antional handugn
control law. Americans must
recognize that it is not only the right,
but the duty of the government to
safeguard its people. Government in
the past has not done the job. Long
prison terms or the death penalty
would not stop a Mark David
Chapman, an explosive husband or a
frightened bank robber. Relieving
them of their handguns would.
The times are begging for change.
Polls show a great number of
Americans, including handgun
owners, want strong controls. But
hangun control movements are up
against a well organized National
Rifle Association with an annual
budget of $30 million. Lend your
support to the handgun control
movment . (One such group 10
contact is: Handgun Control, Inc.,
810 18th St. N.W., Washington D.C.
20006.) Also, write to your Senator
and Congressman and inform them
of your belief's. There will also be a
committee on Handgun controls
formed here at Kenyon which you
might be interested in joining.
It is vitally important that we act
and soon. Unless we do so, we must
all share equally the responsibility for
the murders of fellow Americans, for
in our laziness and ignorance we
allow it, and in our non-committal
attitude, condone it.
To paraphrase a famous saying: A
human life is a terrible thing to
waste!
by Applegate confirmed that an
estimated 200;0 of the plant'S
prefabricated welds are defective; .
6. a design flaw in the heat
exchanger control panel permitted an
operator to mistakenly force 1200
pounds of pressure through pipes
meant to handle only 300 pounds,
ripping the pipes and soaking elec-
tricians with a hard spray of water
which would have been radioactive,
had the plant been operating .
Mr. Applegate was fired by CG &
E for his efforts to uncover safety
lapses, as were workers who provided
him with information of safety
violations. On February 15, 1980,
Applegate contacted the N.R.C.
about his findings. The N.R.C.
decided to investigate only three
limited areas of Applegate's
allegations (two dealing with
welding, the other with clogged
piping). The N.R.C. completed a
short investigation of the three
charges and absolved CG & E of any
wrongdoing. Applegate then went to
the Government Accountability
Project for an investigation of the'
N.R.C. agent who acted on his
complaint, charging him with
"covering up."
The N.R.C. will now investigate
itself and release a report of its
handling of the Zimmer affair
sometime in late February, a month
before the scheduled opening of the
plant. In the meantime it has been
confirmed that much of the concrete
work in the plant was poured too fast,
and is faulty due to numerous air
bubbles - but it was not the N.R.C.
that uncovered this information.
With this information comes the
unsettling common "joke" among
the pipefitters at Zimmer that they
will be hundreds of miles away when
the plant goes on the line, and thus
will avoid their predicted disastrous
accident.
If Reagan plans to further weaken
the already lame N.R.C. and allow
plants like Zimmer to fire up with
fewer regulations, he can only be
facilitating disaster. But what can
one expect from a man who claims
that all the nation's nuclear waste
could fit under his desk?
Reagan's Economic Policy
May Aid Future Growth
By BRIAN D. RANCE
More than any other factor,
Jimmy Carter's management of the
economy contributed to his defeat in
this Fall's presidential contest.
Ronald Reagan was able to convince
the American public that his pur-
posed economic policies would be
more effective in reducing inflation
and encouraging growth. Now that
Reagan has introduced part of an
economic package in Congress, one
must wonder if the improvements
promised during the campaign can be
delivered.
Generally, Reagan argued that he
would reduce inflation, balance the
federal budget, provide enhanced
incentives for growth, slow the
expansion of government, and ex-
pand our military forces to defend
U.S. interests abroad. The public
which elected Reagan was frightened
by a two year price increase greater
than any other period since World
War I, a two year fall in real income
(1979-80), interest rates at historic
heights, and faltering domestic in-
dustries. Consequently, many people
genuinely began to fear that our
future standard of living is in danger.
To succeed as an economic leader,
Reagan must accomplish several
objectives simultaneously: use the
momentum of his electoral victory to
convince voters and the political
establishment that he intends serious
reforms, provide the Federal Reserve
Board with a climate conducive to
control of the nation's mongo
supply, and cultivate the political will
necessary to endure short term
sacrifices that will lead to long term
improvements in economic con-
ditions. Fortuitously, Reagan has a
newly elected majority of
Republicans in the Senate and of self-
declared "conservatives" or
"moderates" in the House.
Leadership of these two bodies will b-e
a crucial element of Reagan's plan-
overcoming the parochial interests of
legislators is a difficult task.
••,,,
Specifically, the new ad-
ministration proposes a reduction in
personal and business taxation over
the next three years followed by
indexation of the tax system. While
personal tax reductions will, in
reality, do little more than offset
automatic increases in tax liability
due to bracket creep (inflation
pushes people into higher tax
brackets) and social security tax
increases, the hope is that people will
choose to work harder and for longer
hours when rewarded with more
usable income rather than higher
raxes , More im po rtantty , lower
corporate taxes and faster
depreciation of capital goods (i.e.,
increasing the rate at which corn-
panies can deduct a proportion of
expenses for the purchase of capital)
are designed to lower the cost of
capital to businesses and increase
investment. Furthermore, the
enhanced profit incentives should
lead entrepreneurs to implement new
technologies. Reagan also proposes
to reduce regulatory costs (as large as
one-hundred billion dollars per year)
and pare down a federal budget
whose growth has been seemingly
unstoppable. All of these policies are
included in so-called "supply side
economics." The rationale behind
them lies in a belief that the private
sector will make superior decisions in
allocating society's resources to their
most productive employment.
Obviously, supply side policies will
not have a large, immediate effect;
however, future growth in output
should be augmented.
A second line of attack in Reagan's
policies is an intent to control the
money supply. Most analysts agree
that inflation is largely a monetary
phenomenon - the growth in money
is outstripping the growth of output.
So far, Reagan is encouraging the
Federal Reserve to take a gradualist
approach to slowing monetary
growth so that popular expectations
of continuin~g. increases in the price
continued Oilpage eight
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Singers Play for Benefit
On Thursday, Feb. 26, from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Village Inn, the
Sophomore Class Committee will present Tim Raridon and Rick
Samaha. These talented sophomores are guitarists who write and
perform their own songs.
Raidon. who has fetishes for Mountain Dew and short blondes that
like unicorns, has been playing for eleven years. He says his music is
inspired by Neil Diamond's. His repertoire ranges from hot Rock-n-
Roll and Blues to soulful tunes about life. Tim's lyrics are always
meaningful and expressive, and his voice is as talented and expressive an
instrument as his beaten guitar (it'S beaten because he plays it so hard!).
Samaha has been playing for six years and has a brand new Wash-
burn guitar that's "practically a virgin." Rick, who likes "Puff the
Magic Dragon," takes his inspiration from Leo Kottke and Pete
Townsend. Rick is a member of the Generics; this speaks favorably for
the quality of his voice. His guitar-playing style is a combination of
"difficult, quick riffs and special tuning techniques," making for a
unique sound that shouldn't be missed, even for academic com-
mitments. His music has a melodic jazz Quality.
. Both Tim and Rick have performed at numerous Coffeehouses and
have appeared on WKCO's Open Air, a showcase for local talent. If
this is no! enough incentive, all drinks at the V.I. will be served at a
discount, with a rebate going to the Handicapped Accessibility Fund.
Dickens to Visit Bolton
Emlyn Williams will bring Charles
Dickens to the Bolton Theater stage
on March 4 at 8 p.m. Mr. Williams
reads from both the comic and the
tragic sides of Dickens. William
Collins , theater critic for the
Philadelphia Inquirer says of the
performance: "William's real feat is
in bringing characters to life. There
are dozens of them in these scenes
and they spring fully alive from the
pages of the books that the actor, in
evening dress and bushy goatee,
glances at from time to time on the
odd lectum that is a copy of the one
Dickens used." Not only does
Williams bring Dickens' characters
to us, but he also shows us the author
himself.
Mr. Williams' visit is the courtesy
of Faculty Lectureships.
Homer Toledo Hits Hill
It has been said that Doug Reed is a deranged lunatic; unfortunately,
his original satire, "The Dreams and Other Relics of Homer Toledo,"
does absolutely nothing to dissuade anyone of this opinion. The play's
outrageous plot defies description in a few lines, but it is rumored to be
hilariously funny.
The play features the talents of Peter Lukidis, Jamie Black, Lisa
Disch, Eliza Winans, Matthew Quilty, and John Sharian. Tickets are
available at the Bolton Theater Box Office 1-5 p.m. and are going fast
- so get yours while you can. The play opens this weekend, February
27 and 28, at 8:00 p.m. in the Hill Theater. This Senior Thesis
Production promises to be one of the funniest shows of the year, so
don't miss it!
Turner Turns Muse
Kenvon professor Frederick Turner, co-editor of the Kenyon Review.
will read from his epic poem "The New World" at 9:00 p.m. Sunday
in the K.C. The piece is set 400 years in the future; a great religious war
rages through the Ohio Valley, and the human race has devolved into
subhuman hordes that could become a terrifying force of destruction
if a Messiah were 10arise.
Over the rich woodlands and valleys of the Midwestern countrvside.
through the violent season of the American continent, the story of love
and war is fought out. The human struggle rises to the height of myth
and tragedy, and a newmeaning for life itself is discovered in the ruins.
Composed in a new meter that combines the agility of spoken English
with the driving beat of the heroic pentameter, the poem in its entirety is
over 6,000 lines and takes about eight hours LOread.
Watson Fellowship Discussed
Paul_Michel, Kenyon t979 winner of the Watson Fellowship, will give
a talk/presentation about his year abroad at 7 p.m. tonight in Peirce
Lounge.
The Watson Fellowship pays its winners to have a "focused and
disciplined wanderjahr of their own - a break in which they might ex-
plore with thou roughness a particular interest, test their aspirations and
abilities, view their lives and American society in greater per-
spective, and concomitantly develop a more informed sense of in-
ternational concern." In other words, the Watson Foundation funds an
independent study project abroad for its participants.
t-or his fellowship, Mr. Michel spent the 1979-80 academic year
studying traditional fiddle music in the British Isles. His visit here is
sponsored by {heWatson Foundation.
Earlier in the day, Mr. Michel participated in a presentation for
Juniors about Fellow Scholarships available for the 1982~83academic
year. This discussion has been recorded and can be listened to in the
Career Development Center.
The Faculty Committee on Student Affairs, which views these post-
graduate scholarships, is encouraging and collecting letters of intent
from prospective candidates. continued on page eight
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Professor Dwyer Examines the Artistic
Traditions of Egypt and Italy
By JANE REISS
Most Kenyon st udents have a
difficult time imagining their
professors outside a teaching
environment. This is not the case
with Professor Eugene Dwyer. Prof.
Dwyer is so much a part of what he
teaches that it only seems natural that
he should spend a major part of his
sabbatical in Italy and Egypt doing
research to further his knowledge of
Art History. The following interview
was conducted one month after Prof.
Dwycr' s return from abroad.
Collegian: How long were you in
Italy, and what did you do there?
Dwyer: I was in Italy from
November 15th to December 20th.
I spent a major part of my time doing
research in the Naples Museum.
Although museums seem infallible
they are not, and often their art is
incorrectly marked according to date
and/or place of origin. I am working
on writing a catalogue which deals
with bronze and marble sculpture
dating from 500 B.B. - SOOA.D., and
originating from either Herculaneum
or Pompeii. l.m doing this work with-
the intention of publishing my
research. Ibelieve it would be useful
10 the Museum (Naples) and to other
art historians.
I also worked on two photography
sessions: one at the German
Archeological Institute in Rome and
one at Alinari Photographers in
Florence. The institutes are similar to
photography libraries. I recorded the
numbers of the sculpture in the
Naples Museum. Often the numbers
did not match, and this of course
involved a great deal of extensive
reading and research. My research
was funded by the Kenyon sabbatical
leave and the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
Collegian: How long was your trip
to Egypt, and what did you do there?
Dwyer: I stayed in Egypt from
December 21st to January 10th. My
trip to Egypt was more of a
tourist/study trip. I did not do ex-
tensive research, but I followed a
careful itinerary. I wanted to allow
myself enough time to study con-
temporary Islamic monuments and
ancient Egyptian architecture in
Cairo, Luxor (Ancient Thebes),
Aswan, and Alexandria and the art
of Pompeii. I believe my trip to Egypt
will be extremely helpful in teaching
Kenyon students. I am convinced
more than ever that contemporary
Arabian culture is very important for
Americans to understand.
Collegian: What strikes you most
about Italian culture that is different
hom American culture?
Dwyer: Italy is now in a difficult
period. There is low public con-
fidence in the central government,
yet on the other hand I'm always
impressed by the civility of the
Italians.
Collegian: In what way are they
civil?
Dwyer: Well, this is difficult to
explain, but the cities seem to func-
tion by their own devices. For
example Italy is one of the greatest
centers of craftsmanship. People learn
traditional crafts within the family
structure. The family structure seems
remarkably strong to an American;
however, this structure is also in a
transitional period.
Collegian: What is most striking
about Egyptian culture?
Dwyer: Some things noted in Italy
are precisely the same in Egypt. The
stable family structure and the
marvelous crafts are only two of the
similarities. Egypt is also in some-
what of a political chaos.
Collegian: Could you comment
on the_modernart of Italy and Egypt?
Dwyer: Italy is very traditional.
Conceptual an has not outweighed
formalist art. The concept of beauty
is still very important. They are
interested in abstract an, but they do
not value pop art. The Italians place
a great deal of emphasis on metal
casting and printmaking.
Most of Egyptian art is cr aft.
manship and commercial art. Or
course mee-rs-some nne art.-etrrn IS
less a pan of their culture, and more
of a European affectation.
AI/lOre con de/fino
Collegian: Where do you see the
future of Italian an going? Egyptian
art?
Dwyer: The future of art is always
a difficult question to answer.
However, I do know that Italy and
Egypt are not obsessed with moving
into the future. America is much
more future-oriented. Italy and
Egypt have a strong sense of
tradition, and this is represented by
their art and their attitudes toward
art.
Collegian: What are your future
plans?
Dwyer: I will continue to work on
my catalogue. I regard this work as
important as any other, and I work a
full nine to five schedule everyday.
During this leave I will also try to think
of a new way to introduce Egyptian
and Islamic material into my teaching.
Without this leave of absence I would
never have had the opportunity to do
anything like this which invoves sucha
great deal of time and effort.
S U ,~
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WKCO is encouraging its listeners.to broaden their liberal education by tuning in from 8:00.8:30 on
Monday, Tuesday, a~d Wednesday.mghts. The Monday night show, entitled "Open Air," will consist of
Doug Gertner and MIke Green hosting local musical talent. "Last Minute Radio" airs Tuesday night, with
JIm Dempsey and Bud Grebey conducting live interviews with members of the community. Jon Cohen and
Alyssa Salomon ~ill present e~ited interviews on Wednesday night's "Purple Magnet Productions" show.
Past sh?ws h.ave 1n~luded musl.cal performances by Howard Sacks, The Kokosingers, and Mike Green, as
well as mte~vtews with James DIckey, Dave Mad_den, and John Manfredi. This latest exciting innovation has
bee~ coord!nated by Cohen, Salomon, Grebey, Dempsey, and Gertner. Anyone who wishes tocontributero or
parncrpate In these shows should contact the hosts.
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'Acts' Convocation Promotes Dialogue
activity of being both professor and
pianist-in-residence, Paul Posnak
found some time to talk to me about
how a musician prepares for a
concert. Related below are excerpts
from our conversation)
"Just feeling the piece inside
mean, that's what I try to do," said
pianist Paul Posnak. "I think a lot
about the music until certain kinds of
conceptions come through.
"[For my recent concert.] I wanted
to play Schumann lind Brahms very
much .. The first half would be
something entirely different - it
would be like a dry
perspective, and depth. Thefirst half is
avery, very tight ship; the second half,
the crux of the performance and the
essence of the music had to do with a
more spontaneous, romantic,
emotionally connective approach to
the music and to the instrument. "
With respect to the physical and
mental preparation a professional
pianist undergoes before a per-
formance, he commented: "One
should notembarkon the long roadof
preparation for a big program unless
there are several performances, or a
series (as in a tour). One can't it'sa bit
crazy.and one gets a terrible post-
partum shock after only one or two
performances because the amount of
work that goes into a concert is
astounding . One is an athelte in
training; every aspect of your life has
to be geared to htat as much as
possible.' ,
Professor Richard S. Westfall
began the last day of the con-
vocation, "Acts of Creation," with a
lecture on Sir Isaac Newton.
Westfall, a leading scholar on
Newton, presented his topic, "Sir
Isaac Newton: A Case Study in
Scientific Creativity" in a thoroughly
informative manner. Speaking
mainly on Newton's Principia, the
professor traced the history of his
work on the mathematical principles
of philosophy, referring to it as "a
compelling example of creative
genius at work. a most intense
intellectual effort."
Westfall's discussion centered on
Newton's years of study at Trinity
College in Cambridge, where the
crucial concept of universal
gravitation became apparent to the
great scientist. While interested in
many different problems, Newton
was said to have been wholly con-
sumed by this last one, often
forgetting to eat and denying himself
sleep so that he might continue his
work on it.
Newton's method of work was to
delve very deeply into problems.
Professor Westfall also stressed that,
in -addition to genius, Newton had a
rare capacity for sustained con-
centration, coming to the law of
universal gravitation by thinking on it
continually.
While modern man might take the
principle of universal gravitation for
granted, Newton's discovery of it
had a profound effect upon the
scientific community of his time.
With the publication of his Principia
Newton had established a new ideal
in science, a new way of perceiving
reality. According to Westfall,
"Newton wanted to transcend the
norms of science describing the ideals
of experience." Sir Isaac was cer-
tainly successful on this point,
revitalizing science to the extent that
his theories still retain much of their
significance.
When asked to describe the nature
of the creative process as it worked
through Newton, Professor Westfall
said that the scientist was in "ec-
stasy" when a problem took hold of
him. While most people think of art,
music, and literature as the most
common avenues for creative ex-
pression, Westfall effectively showed
that science has also contributed
"acts of creation," perhaps most
notably through the figure of Sir
Isaac Newton.
A short film followed by a panel
discussion on the subject "Looking
at the Process of Creativty" con-
cluded the colloquium on "Acts of
Creation." The panel, chaired by
Professor Joan Cadden of the
History Department. included Joyce
Parr of the Art Dept.; Fred Turner,
English Department; Peter Collings,
Physics Department ~and Thomas
Turgeon, Drama Department. .
The half-hour film served as a
starting point from which the panel
members made some introductory
comments. Thomas Turgeon began
the session with the remark that. for
him, "creativity has to do with finding
a problem and then coming up with a
pattern that will provide a possible
solution. .. The process is one of
constant trial and error." He then
expressed his regret that many
creative people are segregated for
being innovative and different.
Turgeon felt it shameful that creative
artists may have to hide their ideas so
as not to upset society'snorms.
Mr. Collings contributed a
scientific viewpoint, positing that
physical theories can be quite
creative. Citing the example of
Newton's discovery of the law of
universal gravitation, Collings noted
that such theories, if accepted, can
change one's perception of the
world. He therefore contended that
the sciences must instrinsically be
included in any examination of the
creative process.
Joyce Parr stated that "Creativity is
an attitude, an approach, a frame of
mind for dealing with and creating
reality." She remarked on one of
Turgeon's comments with her feeling
that it is necessary for an artist to be
able to work in a supportive en-
vironment where one can be unique
without fear of condemnation.
Mr. Turner asserted that "Human
creativity is a vast, purposeful con-
tinuation of the whole process of
evolution." He argued that 'we are
most natural when creative." Turner
continued this refreshing con-
tribution with his position that,
because human beings must go
beyond mere reflex reactions to
actively interpret their sensory ex-
perience, beauty becomes a reward
that the brain gives itself for the
necessary creation of "internal
worlds. "
At this point Mr. Turgeon in-
terjected, declaring that "Inherent in
the creative process is the element of
will." He held that a vigorous
SANT~l '"~AI) - 'i."O~I.t:>f.,\"-l>",,0&
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10 some studies, as a child grows
older and becomes more socialized,
his answers to Qu~s~ion~ become
more typical. Creativity IS not an
encouraged value; people do not feel
free to give a bizarre answer. Society,
becauseof its need for structure, ten~,
to stifle_this impulse: The mor~
education a person receives. Smolak
maintained, the less creative the
individual becomes.
Professor Goodgal talked about When asked about how he sets a
the myth of the artist in the con- program, he replied: "it takes years
temporary art world as a trickster. sometimes to develop a program
She showed slides to illustrate her properly the idea of building a
points. Tom Wolfe's views on program [starts] with an idea - [my
contemporary modern art were cited. recent program] has two halves that
Goodgal also noted that great artists are of a different type of musical
were not recognized in their own expression and feeling . . and it
time. She also asserted that creativity also has a shape, just like a play has a
wasnot an eccentric process. shape. . It builds, it directs, and it
. \ culminates ... You wouldn't start
English professors Philip Church with a big Schumann work -
and Judy Smith (moderator), An everything else would be amiclimatlc
professor Terry Schupbach, and afterward ... I do not want a bunch
Senior drama major Wendy of big pieces that have intristic value;
MacLeod were members of the but 1 want the individual works to
second panel discussion on' 'The relate to each other in such a way that
CreativeArtist: literary/visual." there arc either connections or a
Professor Church said that a poet development, a progression of some
works for originality. He is struggling kind - a correspondence, com-
to make something - not another plementarity.
account of feelings. but a poem that
strivesto "create a new reality."
The poet wants to write a poem.
He wants to write experience, not a
description or an account, but
the poet wants to "create the
language that will be the ex-
perience." The language used by the
poet in his work is not about the
experience. but for the experience.
As art makes space and music makes
time, so does language make reality.
Professor Schupbach talked about
the audience's responsibility to
respond to an artist's work, as well as
the image of the story-teller, and the
image-making process.
Schupbach drew a sharp distinc-
tion between the producer and the:
process of story-telling. The
producer is the actual story-telling,
while the process is not to com-
municate with people, but 10 com-
municate the love of something to
others. This is a continual process;
those who receive the story must, in
turn, tell the same story in their other
way to others. What Professor
Schupbach enjoys most is that the
"process is bigger than the product
itself."
Schupbach also gave an account
of the image-making process that
she, as a printmaker, goes through.
She is moved by ideas which are
continually changing =- she is "not
surewhat uieyare' until after tuermaj
product has been printed.
Also,the notion that "work
becomes a stimulus for other work"
is an important artistic concept for
Professor Schupbach.
Ms. MacLeod chose to talk about
what direction female writers should
look towards when creating
literature. She was critical of the type
of feminist Ieterature being
represented in public; she took strong
exception to Marilyn French's The
Women's Room and the one-person
play "it's Me Marie." Both works
are bad art: the former is 100 con-
fessional - like an "attentive
bartender." while the latter has no
conflict.
For the moment, Ms. Macleod
chooses to write about male
protagonists for two reasons: one,
people do not judge the gender of a
man when he is involved in some
activity, while people attach a
statement to a female protagoiiisr
which MacLeod feels detracts fro~
~he rhyt~m of the play; two, she
s more distant from the character. so
she has no need to put herself into
that character. Her play, Little
Conaqa. which will be performed in
~ril as a SeniorTheSlS production, is
OUtthe two separate lives of Jack
Kerouac - she juxtaposes his Newiork City bo~emian life to his
Ii~ndnessfor a little Canadian family
re.
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amount of work must be done in
order for one to become truly
receprive to creative ideas. Mr.
Collings added an observation that
creativity usually requires a drawn-
out, time-consuming process. Along
these same lines, Ms. Cadden asked
the question, "Is creativity purely
individual?" Parr answered that it
should be shared, while Turner
suggested that art is a production of
the whole community. Turgeon felt
that creativity is incremental and
cooperative in that it is in-
terdependent upon individuals. He
said that "The will is your individual
part of the creative process."
All the panels effectively in-
tegrated a wealth of information into
its discussion of the creative process.
The purpose was not to arrive at a
final definitive statement; instead,
the participants were simply to
N IAF·mDl"~h·l '"'·,8S rJrDues
Complete A"angemenls lor
AIRLINE
STEAr.~SHIP
CRUISES
uoron COACH &.
RAIL TOURS
HOTELS &. RESORTS
AUTO RENTALS
TRAVELERS CHECKS
US&' FOREIGN
TRAVEL INSURANCE
FOREIGN CURRENCY
AMTRAK t.cxets
397-2091
1 PUBLIC SQUARE
MT. VERNON, OH
SO YOU Ni:V~ HAVE TO TRAVEL ALONE
consider some of the aspects and
implications of creativity. In this way
this last segment of "Acts of
Creation" was a delightful exchange
of ideas and opinions in a cordial
atmosphere.
.
j
!,
Wrilfen by Chris Romer and Mike
Brownstein. Helped by Lynn
Travers, Nancy Powers, and Mike
Helme. Special thanks to Roy
Rhodes for his "perfect memory."
8. Main St. al E. Ohio Ave.
Downtown Mount Vernon
Phone 39:l--FLIC
Now Playing
9t05
Starring
Jane Fonda
Lily Tomlin
Dolly Parton
rue. Th, Sal. Sun. 2 p.m. 4:30 7:15, 9:45
Mon.. wec., Fri. 7:15p.m. 9:458al. t 18.m.
The Elephant
Man
Starring
Anthony Hopkins
John Hurt
Rated PG
rue. Th. Sal. Sun. 2 p.m. 4:30 7'15. 9:45
Mon., Wed., Fri. 7:15p.m. 9:4558t. 1te.m.
B· COLOIIIL "IIMI 10"
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Swimmin' WomenTake Five on Their Way to Nationals
By DON SHUPE
If you were in the stands up at
Oberlin this past weekend, you could
sense, without even looking at the
score, which team Wa5 going to come
away victorious at the end of the
three-day Ohio Athletic Conference
Women's Swimming Cham-
pionships. Kenyon's redoubtable
Swimmin' Women simply exuded an
aura of confidence, class, and
preparedness that set them apart
from their competitors. The lis of
impressive and record-breaking
swims seems unending ~ there
wasn't a single Kenyon Swimmer
who failed to at least place in the top
twelve and thereby score points.
Kenyon coach Jim Steen would
later refer to it as "the perfect
example of preparation meeting
opportunity," That the Lad ies were
prepared goes without saying; six
quality months of training will attest
to thaI. It was the fact hat, like so
many times in the past, the Ladies
had the opporunity to prove that they
were in a class all by themselves, and
by virtue of their actions both in the
water and out, they did just that.
In light of the fact that this past
weekend's state meet victory was
such a "team effort" in every sense
of the term, it is difficult to single out
anyone individual as having made
the difference for the Ladies. It
won't come as a surprise to anyone
familiar with Kenyon wrmrmng,
howver, to learn that Katrina Singer
had an exceptional meet; this in spite
of the fact that she was neither
tapered nor shaved, but rather chose
to swim through the state meet with
her sights set on the Division III
Nationals.
Unfortunately, the finalized results
of the meet are not yet available, and
will therefore have to wait to be
published in this coming week's
Collegian. It should be noted at this
point, however, that eight of the
Laides qualified for the National
Championships; that's two more
than Steen, earlier in the year, had
predicted the Ladies would have to
qualify in order to achieve their long,
range goal of placing amongst the
top fifteen women's teams in the
country. It should also be noted that
of the eight girls who qualified, five
are freshmen. That should tell all of
us, especially the exuberant Steen,
something about the future of the
women's swimming here at Kenyon;
namely, that this year's
acheivemenr's may simply be the
precursor of far greater things to
come.
Women's Basketball Finishes With a Loss; Looks to Next Season
making their season record 4-14.
Obviously their record Wa5 anything
but spectacular, but the Ladies do
show promise - hey, remember the
old cliche that there's always next
year?
lost close games, to Wilmington 66-
65, Oberlin 50-41, and Capital 60-43,
and were victorious over teams like
Denison, Marietta, and the Mount
Vernon Bible College. However,
crushing defeats early in the season
'hurt morale. Because some teams
defeated the Ladies by about 40points
with the substitutes in, confidence
was lost, whch led to a dampened
attitude on the court.
The Ladies do not need to be given
a Lifesaver accompanied by a pitying
slap on the back, which some people
want to do; they need support from
the Kenyon fans. The attitude of the
team that no one cares is justified by
the empty stands. However, the
players need to adopt a more
aggressive attitude themselves and
expect more from each other on the
floor.I Next year Coach Martin plans to
~ implement a more extensive weight.
"" and running program to improve
~s endurance, work more on movement
~ on offense and defense, and balance
P'~ ~'~_~_ _ J ~ team shooting by improving the
Leading scorer Anne Himmelright. team's outside shooting.
r---------------- The Wilberforce game was tied at Nine players will return next
various points during the second season, including freshmen Salmon
half; however, after Kenyon center and Karla Weeks, who had solid
Mary Salmon fouled out, Wilber- seasons this year averaging 8.6 and
force was able to penetrate the 5.2 points per game respectively.
Ladies' defense under the boards for Other returning freshmen are Kathy
several key baskets. This scenario was Corcoran, an adept ballhandler,
common throughout the season and and Laura Parker, who bas improved
must be changed in order for the 'this season. Returning for her last
Ladies to come away with some season wili be Anne Hlmmelright,
victories. who led the team by averaging 20.1
During the season the Ladies points and 10.6 rebounds per game
By DALE WEST
The Kenyon Ladies basketball
team ended its first season under
Coach Sandy Martin with a 54-45
lo.s to Wilberforce on Saturday,
In tramurals
A LEAGUE
I) PhiKapps4-0
2) Bong2's4-0
3) tewscn-roema.z
4) nens z-z
5) aere'sz-a
6) A.D.'s2-2
7) aeaches aombersz-z
8) D-Phi's2-3
9) Goldwoodslein 1-3
10) DekesO-5
B-1 LEAGUE
I) ABasketballTeam5-1
2) LoingAgain5-1
3) Beta's-Strimbu's5-2
4) EvenMoreMather3-2
5) Dekes4-3
6) D-Phi's3-4
7)Coleman 's Cootversj-a
8) TheRedArmy2-4
9) Ycngsl-S
10) Kalms-Bondl-6
B-2 LEAGUE
I) Eldwocd's t-!
2) Beavereaters6_1
3) D-Phi5-2
4) Philo~ophyKings5_2
5) Arehons j.a
6) Rams2·5
7) McBride 1-4
8) Harris'Lakersi-e
9) Phi Kapps I I0-7
MAKE
A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE
There's an endless frontier of need out there, stretching
from the Sahara to the Andes to the Atolls of the South
Pacific. In 20 years, 80,000 Peace Corps volunteers
have traveled to all of them, to work with people in oyer
60 countries. They've done everything from helping
villagers dig wells and build houses, to teaching them
languages and skilled trades, to giving aovrce on
farming and health care, Join a phenomenal tradition.
The difference is a better world. and a better you.
March 5 Interviews and
Informal ion
Career Development Center
Detroit Area Office
800-521-8686
rresnman Karla Weeks averozed 5.2 points per game this season.
rebound, and handle the ban under
pressure.which led to a tot of key
victories during her four seasons.
this year.
Although three starters will return,
graduating senior starters Celeste
Penney and Mary Ashley will be
sorely missed. Penney played three
seasons at Kenyon and was known
for her hustling and aggressive
defensive play. Ashley, who averaged
13.7 points and 7.3 rebounds per
game this season, is~ four-year
lerterwoman . Ashley was an all-
around player who Wa5 able to Score~
Next year the Ladies' schedule will
not include some of the teams with
which they are not competitive and
which continually beat them by wide
margins. Coach Martin hopes that
this will improve morale, giving the
Ladies the attitude that if they work
and play their best, they will win.
endicott johnson
127S, Main SI. Mount Vernon 392.0281
Save 15 % on all
non sale footwear!
Before your break you get a break,
Now thru March 7th 1981.
Lots of new styles to choose from!
II
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Lords Dump Mt. Union, Fall to
By DAVE DEACON
Last night the Lords dropped a
tough·battle to Ohio Nonhern 61-55.
Kenyon stayed within range the
entire game behind the scoring of Bill
Melis who had 16 points and six
rebounds and Gary Reinke's 14
Wints. At the half the score was 36-
27 in favor of Ohio Northern. In the
final minutes the Lords battled back
staying within striking range, only to
falter.
According to Coach Zak , "It
could of have gone either way. We
missedseveral close shots, that might
havemadeadifference. "
The Kenyon Lords played the
game of Tortoise and the Hare
Monday night, as Mt. Union jumped
to an early lead, later sputtered, and
then allowed the Lords to
trudge methodically to a 62-55
victory in the first round of the OAC
playoffs. The win jetted Kenyon into
the second round against Ohio
Northern.
Kenyon returned to its basic
Northern, Wittenburg
,~........-.....,:,;~
Ga~yReinke powers his way for two against Willenburg.
Track Teams Place Second and Third
By STEVE BEHRENDT
The men's and women's track
teams ran against Oberlin and
the 600 in 1:21.11, and Huggins was
4th in the 600 and 3rd in the lOW.
Kenyon won two out of the sixteen
Ed Corcoran bottles Woosters Me/l in the mile run.
WOoster last Friday night, with the
women finishing second to Wooster
and the men finishing third.
In the men's meet, Oberlin made
up fourteen points in the last four
events to upset Wooster, 68-67VI.
Kenyon was a distant third with only
27Vl points. With the two-mile, 300-
yard dash, SSG-yard dash, and the
mile-relayleft to go, Wooster led the
meet with 561;2 points to Oberlin's
43. Oberlin, though, finished Ist,
2nd, and 4th in the two-mile, picking
up nine points; 1-2-3 in the 300, good
for 10more points; and 3rd and 4th
in the 880, leaving them just 2Vl
points behind Wooster with only the
mile-relay left. For Oberlin to win,
they needed to either win the mile-
relayor finish second, with Wooster
finishing third. (Points are scored on
a 5-3-0basis for relay races, and 5-3-
2-.1_for all others). Kenyon won the
mile-relay in 3:43A5, but Oberlin
finished right behind in 3:44.83,
easily Outdistancing Wooster to win
themeet.
, Kenyon beat Oberlin twice earlier
10 the year, but this meet Coach
Peterson was concerned more with
seeing how different runners did in
different events than he was with
POints. For example, Bob Standard
and Andrew Huggins, usually mi1ers
and twc-mners, ran in the 600 and in
the 1000.Standard finished second in
events, though. Doug Fisher an-
chored the winning mile-relay team
which also included Fred Barends,
Standard, and Brett Pierce, and Ross
Miller won the shot put with a throw
of41-5.
Running without Polly Hecht and
Wendy Eld (they both sat out the
meet with minor injuries), the women
scored 38 points to Wooster's 56 and
Oberlin's 14. Wooster displayed
depth and talent in all events, and set
two Wertheimer Fieldhouse records.
Robin Mayo won the long jump in
15-5, and Theresa DeGuzman took
the two-mile in 11:30.61 - winning
by two and half minutes.
Kenyon won four of the eleven
events. Megan O'Donnell won the
shot put with a throw of 28-8, Lynn
Crozier captured the high jump at 4-
6, Suzy Morrill won the 6OO-yard
dash in 1:39.7, and the 4 x 880 relay
(two-mile relay) team won in
II:11.68. The team also captured two1 seconds as Jenifer Johnson was in the
lOoo-yard run in 3:05.01, and the 880•~ relay team was second in 2:04.19.
~ The rest of the points were picked up
:t by Lynn Tyler, Melanie Pasquale,
~ Morrill, Ellen Perlman, Collette
Smith, and Crozier.
IT'S
ABOUT
TIME.
Your lime. That's what II lakes to help others through
Peace Corps. To pass along skilled trades like carpentry
or welding. To demonstrate better methods 01farming or
family planmng To work on schools and irrigation
systems. A year or two can make a world of difference
Don't you think irs about lime you called?
March 5 Interviews and
Inlonnation
Career Development Center
Detroit Area Office
800-521-8686
winning formula of lane-plugging
zone defense, pinpoint foul shooting
(9-12), and balanced scoring. The
latter should be stressed as four
players scored in double figures, led
by Garry Bolton's 17 points. The
Lords didn't seemed concerned with
getting the ball into big men Bill
Melis and Gary Rienke, but insread
they worked the ball for open
perimeter shots. This newfound
confidence in outside shooting led to
27 points from a backeourt that
usually averages just 13. ~:::::;-.
Although Mt. Union entered the __
game with a rather poor 3-10 league
mark, it had closed the season with
two wins, one a 74-61 thrashing of
Kenyon. Therefore it was not too
surprising when the Purple Raiders
ganed the early advantage.
Causing concern among Lord
fans, Mt. Union was able to
penetrate the usually impermeable J
defense for inside shots. Freshman
center John Champer scored four
consecutive layups in the first half,
but Kenyon hung dose, thanks to
some gutsy outside shooting.
The key for Kenyon proved to be
guard Bolton, the proclaimed leader
of the squad. Bolton, who usually
sets the plays and spearheads the
defense, decided to take the offense
into hi>; own hands and repeatedly
drilled in outside jumpers to keep the
Lordsjnthe game.
Trailing only 33-30 as the second
half began, the Kenyon defense
began to sparkle, holding the purple
Raiders without a bucket for nearly
five minutes. However, the Lords
could only score eight points
themselves during this stretch and
Mt. Union was able to climb back.
With 8:26 remaining, Champer
scored a 3-point play, giving Mt.
Union a 49-48 lead. Reinke coun-
tered with a jump shot, but Charnper
hit with another layup to make it 51-
50, Mt. Union.
Following a time-out, the Lords
'came back smoking, and scored the
next nine points as Mt. Union lost its
composure and committed a rash of
fouls. Kenyon coasted the rest of the
way to victory. The win was
especially sweet after the earlier loss
to Mt. Union.
Saturday night the Lords finished
off the regular season with a 54-42
loss to number four-ranked
(nationally) Wittenburg. The loss
.made the Lords final season record 9-.
Riazzidrives an Mount Union.
15and gave them a 5-9 OAC mark.
Kenyon played a strong second
half but could not make up for their
total offensive collapse in the
opening half, when they scored only
13 points. 1,,
Wittenburg was clearly the
superior squad, even out-defensing
Kenyon, but the breaks didn't helpas
countless Lord layups hopped
frea kishly out of the basket.
Fire Alarms
Old Konyon .. I
K",,"ard.
Bu,nn<1I . 2
L~'i•.
Gu"d.
Corl ..... 2
f
!,Mclirid•.. I
Farr ... I
Norton.
please be careful.
Y 427-2152on -
PIRATES' COVE
Our appreciation to all who participated in
the February Sean Ramsay Fund. It could
not have been a success without you. A
special "thank you" to Ed and Howie for
managing the fund. The fund has a total of
161.75. With this Thursday and weeks
monies, the grand total should go well
over $200.00. Donations for the fund are
accepted at the Galley window and placed
in a special envelope. (The collection box system
proved unsuccessful.) Thursday. February Zti, is
the last night forthe fund raising.
The signature and comment sheet will be
available through Feb. 28.
427-2152 Thank-
Hours of Operation (While College is in Session)
Daily-Thank .
5p.m.-la.m. Yon-
Delivery
6 p.m.-l a.m.
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Hoppe Studies Memory Process
By JULIA AllAN
Professor Richard Hoppe of the
Kenvon Psychology Department was
on sabbatical last semester to pursue
his long-held interest in the human
memory process. last year was the
first time that Professor Hoppe was
able to study this process in depth.
Hoppe received a grant from the
National Science Foundation to
conduct research at the University of
Toronto. From January to August
Hoppe spent time reading and
planning his research in human
memory. The facilities and the
research psychologists at Toronto,
both among the best in the field,
proved highly conducive to Hoppe's
study.
At Kenyon Professor Hoppe
concerned himself with the
relationship between retrieval cues
and remembering. He wanted to
understand exactly how cues and
hints operate to stimulate or repress
memory. To understand this process,
Hoppe first had to know exactly how
knowledge is attained.
The problem with previous
research concerning memory was its
dependence on the memories of
those who conducted the ex-
periments. Hoppe feels that ex-
periments cannot be reliable unless
they are independent of the memory
process.
It was at Toronto that Hoppe
found a way to study the recall
process that actually was m-
dependent of former experiments.
He described the experiment as the
"performance of a "simple-minded
task." During the experiment, a
series of letters flash on the screen of
a microcomputer at fixed intervals.
Some of these letters form words while
others do not. The subject must then
make the distinction.
The microcomputer then measures
the milliseconds required for the
subject to do this. The experiment is
not designed to test the subject's
Students Must
Respect Nature
cont inned (rom page two
such lecturing seems foolish and
pompous, but I believe I speak on
behalf of not only the students whodo
try to keep on the paths, but also for
those who live on the north end who
can only be enticed to wakeup in time
for classes if they know the prospect of
a green and elegant lawn awaits them
on the other end
Perhaps the other major abuse of
the land here is littering. The
fraternity houses especially are made
unattractive when their walks and
lawns are inundated with broken beer
bottles, cigarettes, paper, etc. Even
some of the lovely woods
surrounding the school are similarly
mistreated. Undoubtedly the Spring
at Kenyon is welcomed by all for its
lush beauty and freshness - let us all
try to remember that nature needs as
much respect and encouragement as
it can get from us.
Sincerely,
Michael W. Jones
THE VIllAGE
MARKET
v.....Mtll!:R'S VILLAGE
GROCERY
BEER, WINE. MEAT. AND PRODUCE
vocabulary, but rather to determine
how cues operate to - m-otivate
memory. Dr. Hoppe "gave the
example of showing the subject the
letters forming t he 'wlrd "nurse"
immediately after showing him the
word "doctor." The pre-existing
semantic relationship between me two
Kenyon pn~r~·;'~h·'·'d':':'H:""PP"
words in the person's brain will be
detected if he responds faster to the
word "nurse" than to the word
"doctor. "
The data collected from the
microcomputer will be fed into the
central computer in Philip Mather.
This computer will organize the data
and provide an analysis of the in-
formation. Dr. Hoppe will then
determine if the changes in the word
relationship produce changes in the
reaction time.
Hoppe performed a few ex-
periments of this kind at Toronto
and found that the subjects respon-
up to fifty 10 sixty milliseconds faster
to the related word. The task is
primarily a perceptual one involving
logical decision-making Oil the part
of the subject.
To help him in these experiments,
Dr. Hoppe plans to elicit the aid of
both the faculty and the students of
the Kenyon community. Students
from Ohio State may also par-
ticipate.
The field of memory research is a
relatively new one; the first studies of
this type wereconducted in 1978 and
1979. Understanding the relationship
between the way humans learn and
the way they recall is imperative not
only for psychologists, but also for
educators and students. Dr. Hoppe's
knowledge and enthusiasm combined
with the cold efficiency of the
microcomputers will promote (his
understanding.
Supply Side Economics
requires that government deficits
cannot be financed by increasing the
money supply as in the past two
decades. Any deficit spending,
mifit ar y or otherwise, must be
financed either by increased taxes or
borrowing in private capital markets.
The costs of inflation are great.
Even indexation of all nominal
payments cannot reduce these costs
10 zero. Once people are convinced
that the government is se riously
committed to halting inflation,
expectations of higher prices and
wages will disappear. Reagan,
perhaps better than many others,
may be able to remain dedicated to
eliminating inflation, a policy with
unpopular short term results but
favorable long term consequences.- -_-_-_-_-_-_=_:-=_=_=_=_=_:a'!!!
l~ •
Pl <g.CJ<. Smith & eo. •
• ~ ItARllWARE, PAINTS. HOUSEWARES AND LAWN SUPPLIES •
• ......,.. V:NE&MULBERRI"STREETS ·.\tOUNTVERNON.OHIOHO~Q (614)J97-~747
I I
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Cantor Speaks on Shakespeare
Faculty Lectureships is sponsoring a lecture by Paul Cantor of the
Universitv of virsinia Mr. Cantor will speak on "Love and Tyranny in
Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream," March 2 at 8 p.m in the
Biology Auditorium.
Kokes Winter Concert Slated
The Kokosingers will present their winter concert to the Gambier and
Mount Vernon community this Saturday evening at 6:45 n.m. The
Concert, to be held in the infamous Rosse Hall auditorium, will include
many new hits that the "Kokes" have been working on since returning
from their successful southern tour.
The concert features new songs from accomplished young arrangers
such as Steve Paulskido, Pierre Le Toit, and Joe Blobb. Please stop by
Rosse Hall this Saturday evening at 6:45 for the true "Koke" ex-
perience.
How To Murder Your Wife
How To Murder Your Wife. Directed by Richard Quine. With Jack
Lemmon, Virna Lisi, Terry Thomas, Eddie Mayehoff'. liS mins., 1964.
Wed., Mar. 4, IOp.m .. Rosse.
Jack Lemmon plays a dim-witted cartoonist who comes up with a
complicated scheme to dispose of his wife, the beautiful Virna Lisi. By
using his comic strip to make it seem as if the murder has already been
committed, he is convinced he can do the deed and get away with it. The
beginning is amusing, leading to a drawn-out courtroom scene. The
strength of Jack Lemmon's humor makes this movie a decisive winner.
First Travel Service
Formerly First Knox Travel Service
14 S. Main Street
Mount Vernon
Book Now For Spring Break
Florida - Nassau - Caribbean
DON'T GET LEFT OUT OF THE
SUN
Call
614-427-6821
Hours 9to 5 Mon. Thru Fri.
Closed Sat.
Washington Internship Program
If you're a junior or senior with at least a 3.0 average,
you can earn 16 academic credits while working inside
politics through:
'Unique Internships pre-arranged, based on your interests.
You'll work with members of Congress in their offices
and on their committees.
'Seminars conducted by leading government experts,
focusing on current policy issues facing Congress.
Heading the Washington faculty is the chairman of the
Congressional Intern Advisory Council.
'Discussion Groups to share information and opinions
with fellow student participants from around the country.
April 1 is the filing deadline. For applications and further
information, ca116l7/353-2408, or write:
Boston University
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts-Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
Boston University
is an equal opportunity institution
